Main Street Minutes
July 15, 2010
Bruce R. Dalgaard

Present:  Steve McKelvey, Chair; Nathan Soland; Paula Carlson; Michael Kyle; Samantha Sickbert; Bruce Dalgaard; Janice Roberts; Ted Johnson; Bruce Benson; Roz Eaton-Neeb

Approval of minutes: Minutes were approved as submitted.

Steve introduced the main topic of discussion by indicating that the purposes of the Main Street Objectives are to share with the community what the committee is doing and to provide a reference point when we consider/evaluate ideas for program recommendations.

Steve further noted that the objectives we would discuss in today’s meeting are student-centered. We will consider objectives relative to other constituencies at a later date.

The committee proceeded to discuss the draft objectives distributed by Paula in advance of the meeting. Paula explained the thinking of the sub-committee as it worked to prepare a draft of the objectives.

A lively discussion ensued. Steve and Paula will incorporate suggestions from the discussion into a revised draft. We will review/discuss this draft at our next meeting.

Steve then moved the conversation to the second item on the agenda—the topic of a keynote speaker for early fall. President Anderson endorsed this idea. Steve and Paula will contact Nathan Hatch (Wake Forest) either as a speaker or to solicit a recommendation for a speaker.

Next Meeting: The committee will meet on July 29th at 9:30.